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“Ariane is a fantastic Executive
Coach. She combines
impressive subject matter
knowledge with outstanding
interpersonal skills. She is
motivational, energetic and
challenging. I have every
confidence that Ariane will
add significant value to your
organization, as indeed she
did to mine.”
- Rob Edwards Group
Head of Management
Development Shop Direct Group

Ariane Cherbuliez is a facilitator and coach for leaders and teams
to help them be sustainably productive, while feeling
authentically inspired. Her work focuses on activists, education,
science, and non-profit teams in general, as well as corporate
teams experiencing unexpected structural and cultural changes
(i.e. a merger, change of leadership, layoffs, etc). Ariane’s
coaching style, developed over the past ten years, is like a jungle
gym - lots of new perspectives and unexpected twists and turns.
Her clients report that they end their sessions with increased
vitality and clarity about who they are and what the next step is in
order for them to accomplish what matters most. Ariane
illuminates the difficult issues and how to broach talking about
them, thereby engaging individuals and teams in necessary
conversations. Free to realize their own potential, clients have the
newfound confidence to accept daunting challenges head on.
Ariane has a gift for customizing her training and presentations to
match her clients’ current needs and visions for their future.
Ariane received her bachelor’s degree in math from Brown
University, and went on to be an award-winning math teacher,
receiving her Master’s in Education from Lehman College. Her
career experienced a metamorphosis however, when she earned
her MBA with honors from Simmons College. Ariane has trained
in Organization and Relationship Systems Coaching and is
accredited as a Certified Professional Co-Active Coach through
the Coaches Training Institute. She is one of 25 Partners at Team
Coaching International. She offers 360 feedback to individuals
using the Booth Company Clark-Wilson Task Cycle and
Lominger Voices surveys, and to teams using the Team
Diagnostics Assessment. In addition to her private practice with
individuals and teams, Ariane coaches for corporate and
government clients, such as BMW, Merck, the US Navy, and the
EPA. She also trains and supervises coaches in the final phase of
their certification studies at The Coaches Training Institute. Ariane
offers workshops on a range of topics, such as Coaching Skills in
the Workplace, Giving and Receiving Feedback, and Designing
Powerful Working Relationships.

Contact Ariane:
acherbuliez@metaviewcc.com
617.835.0103
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